Introduction: Autocompletion supports human-computer interaction in software applications that let users enter textual data. We will be inspired by the use case in which medical professionals enter ontology concepts, catering the ongoing demand for structured and standardized data in medicine. Objectives: Goal is to give an algorithmic analysis of one particular autocompletion algorithm, called multi-prefix matching algorithm, which suggests terms whose words' prefixes contain all words in the string typed by the user, e.g., in this sense, opt ner me matches optic nerve meningioma. Second we aim to investigate how well it supports users entering concepts from a large and comprehensive medical vocabulary (snomed ct). Methods: We give a concise description of the multi-prefix algorithm, and sketch how it can be optimized to meet required response time. Performance will be compared to a baseline algorithm, which gives suggestions that extend the string typed by the user to the right, e.g. optic nerve m gives optic nerve meningioma, but opt ner me does not. We conduct a user experiment in which 12 participants are invited to complete 40 snomed ct terms with the baseline algorithm and another set of 40 snomed ct terms with the multi-prefix algorithm. Results: Our results show that users need significantly fewer keystrokes when supported by the multi-prefix algorithm than when supported by the baseline algorithm.
Introduction
A matching from q = {q 1 , . . . , q m } to t = {t 1 , . . . , t n } is a function F : 137 {1, . . . , m} → {1, . . . , n} such that
138
• Injectivity: for every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, if i = j then F (i) = F (j);
139
• Prefix preserving: for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, q i F (i).
140
Injectivity implies that two query words may not be matched to the same 141 term word; functionality of F implies that every query word must be mapped 142 to a term word. So there is a matching from opt ner to optic nerve and optic 143 nerve sheath meningioma, but there is no matching from opt ner to optic 144 atrophy.
145
When no confusion threatens, we shall not make a distinction between 146 the index i of a query or term word and the string q i or t i itself, respectively, 147 and write F (q i ) instead of F (i).
148
In addition to knowing if there is a matching, we want to know the quality 149 of the matching. To this end, we introduce a scoring function σ that assigns 150 high score to a matching F if it maps every query word q i to a term word 151 F (q i ) that is (almost) equal to q i , i.e., that has a high average score for The matching from opt ner to optic nerve has score 3/5, whereas the 154 matching from opt ner to optic nerve sheath meningioma has score 3/10. The 155 factor 1/n penalizes matches with terms that contain words that are not 156 involved in the matching. Note that the notion of matching is order inde-157 pendent: the query ner opt matches the same terms as opt ner, with the same 158 score. The scoring function can be refined by rewarding terms that respect 159 the word order in the query, but we will not pursue this topic in this paper.
160
Algorithm 1 constructs a matching from a query q to a term t. In this al-161 gorithm, the ∪-operator returns null if any of its arguments is null. Assuming Algorithm 1: GetMatching input: a sequence of query words (q 1 , . . . , q m ) and a set of term words t if m = 0 then return ∅ else let V be {t i ∈ t : q 1 t i } if V = ∅ then return null else let v be an element of V minimizing |v| return {(q 1 , v)} ∪ GetMatching((q 2 , . . . , q m ), t − {v})
complexity of GetMatching for a query with m words and a target with n 168 words is O(mn).
169
As an example of GetMatching, consider q = (ab, a) and t = {ab, abc}. In 170 the first iteration ab is mapped to ab. In the second iteration, a is mapped to 171 abc. The score of this matching is 2/3. Note that there is another matching 172 than the one constructed by GetMatching. It is the one that maps a to ab 173 and ab to abc. This matching has score 7/12.
174
The multi-prefix matching algorithm sorts the matched terms by the score 175 of their matching with the query. A straightforward, but not so economic,
176
implementation is given in Algorithm 2. To achieve acceptable response 177 time for all queries (< 0.1 sec.) on snomed ct, we use three techniques that 178 restrict the number of GetMatching calls (not reflected in Algorithm 2).
179
First we order the words w in all snomed ct terms alphabetically, and 180 assign to each w the snomed ct terms in which it appears. This alphabetical 181 ordering allows us to find the range of words w 1 , . . . , w k starting with query 182 word q i through binary search. For each query word q i we select the set of 183 candidate terms C i by taking the union of the sets assigned to w 1 , . . . , w k .
184
Then we take the intersection of all these sets for all query words q 1 , . . . , q m :
Instead of iterating through all snomed ct terms, we iterate 186 through C. One of the reviewers points out that this technique of reducing 187 the set of candidates is quite similar to the way support is calculated in 188 association rule mining [7] .
189
We associate with each term t a bitstring b t of length 26 in which the compute GetMatching(q, t), if it is not we proceed to the next t in C.
196
The above techniques suffice to achieve acceptable response time for precomputing their autocompletions offline and caching them.
199
Algorithm 2: Multi-prefix matching (mpm) input: a query q let L be an empty list let q be the sequence of words in q ordered by decreasing word length corresponding to breath is not boxed, since breath is not a term in the corpus.
211
Prefix trees can be compressed, by, for instance, merging a node with 212 its successor if it has only one successor. These optimizations will not be 213 pursued in the present paper.
214
The baseline algorithm conducts a breadth-first search in the prefix tree 215 starting from the node that corresponds to the query, see Algorithm 3. For 216 Figure 1 : The prefix tree of a five-term corpus instance in the prefix tree in Figure 1 , the query bre yields breast, breast pain 217 and breath test. Note that it does not yield breath since this is not a term in 218 the corpus. The query bar yields no suggestions as the prefix tree contains 219 no node corresponding to bar.
220
Algorithm 3: Standard breadth first (sbf) input: a query q let L be an empty list if there is a node T that corresponds to q then let T = {T } while T = ∅ do foreach T ∈ T do if T corresponds to a term in the corpus then add the term corresponding to T to L add every child node of T to T remove T from T return L
The sbf algorithm can be used in a cascading way, i.e., using autocomple-221 tion suggestions to obtain parts of the target. For instance, suppose we want 222 to produce the term infection by dipylidium caninum. Using sbf, infection is 223 the second suggestion for the query infe. Thus, we can obtain it by selecting 224 the second suggestion (by pressing down) and copying it to the query field
225
(by pressing enter). The query now reads infection and we can continue 226 producing infection by dipylidium caninum from there. 
Theory

228
In this section we give an algorithmic analysis of the multi-prefix match-229 ing algorithm. First we prove that GetMatching returns the matching with 230 maximum score whenever there is a matching. This result shows that there 231 is no hidden bias in the GetMatching routine in the way matchings are con-232 structed. Second we prove that in general (i.e. on a hypothetical vocabulary) 233 finding the shortest query that yields an arbitrary term from the vocabulary 234 is NP-hard. This shows that part of keystroke savings of the mpm algorithm 235 are theoretical, and that there is an important gap between the theoretical 236 analysis of mpm and its practical usability.
237
The contents of this section are independent from the user study described 238 in the next section. These two sections can thus be consumed in arbitrary 239 order. for the set of words in t. Let F = GetMatching(Q, T ).
244
• F is null if, and only if, there is no matching from Q to T .
245
• If F is not null, then there is no matching F from Q to T with σ(F ) > 246 σ(F ).
247
Proof. We prove by induction on m. If m = 1, the claim is immediate, as 248 there is only one matching, which is obviously found by GetMatching.
249
For the inductive case, assume m > 1. It is straightforward to check that 250 if F is not null, then there is a matching from Q to T .
251
Conversely, suppose F is null. We distinguish two cases. First: the set V 252 is empty, meaning that there is no v in T starting with q 1 . In this case, there 253 is no matching from Q to T and we are done.
254
Second: V is not empty, but GetMatching(Q , T ) is null, where Q =
255
(q 2 , . . . , q m ) and T = T − {v}. For the sake of deriving a contradiction,
256
suppose there exists a matching F from Q to T . Let w ∈ T be the word in T 257 for which F (q 1 ) = w. It follows that q 1 w, or, put differently, w ∈ V . Since 258 F is a matching from Q to T there also is a matching from Q to T − {w}. For the second item, suppose F is the matching GetMatching(Q, T ) and
266
G is a matching from q to t such that G(q 1 ) = v. Let q k be the query word in 267 Q for which G(q k ) = v and let v * be the term word in T for which G(q 1 ) = v * .
268
Let H be the function defined by
H is the function that maps q 1 to v, q k to v * and that is otherwise like G.
270
To see that H is a matching from q to t, we need to check that q 1 v
271
and that q k v * . The first claim follows from the same reasoning as above.
272
As for the second claim, observe that q k v, since G(q k ) = v. We further
273
have that q 1 v and that q 1 is among the longest strings in Q. Therefore,
274
q 1 is at least as long as q k and it follows that q k q 1 .
275
From the fact that |v| ≤ |v
Hence, the score of H is at least as high as that of G: σ(H) ≤ σ(G).
277
The score of F can be written as
where F = GetMatching(Q , T − {v}). By the inductive hypothesis, there 279 is no matching from Q to T − {v} that has a higher score than F . So 280 in particular the restriction of H to Q and T − {v} does not have a score
281
higher than that of F . Since F and H agree on the term word to which q 1 282 is mapped, it follows that σ(H) ≤ σ(F ) and therefore σ(G) ≤ σ(F ). We
283
conclude that there is no matching that has a higher score than the one 284 produced by GetMatching. To research improvements of mpm we wish to explore the gap between the 287 strategies users follow to produce a term and the optimal query strategy. We 288 define the optimal query for a given term t as the shortest string for which execute the optimal query strategy for mpm.
296
We define the task of computing the shortest query for mpm as the deci-297 sion problem Min-mpm-Query. For a given vocabulary of strings C, target 298 string t ∈ C and integer k, is there a query q such that t is the first suggestion 299 of mpm on q and |q| ≤ k? As usual we shall prove NP-hardness of our deci- Exact-Cover-By-3-Sets is NP-complete [10] .
318
Theorem 2. Min-mpm-Query is NP-hard.
319
Proof. We reduce from Exact-Cover-By-3-Sets, that is, we give a 320 polynomial-time computable function that transforms an instance F to an
The reduction is exemplified right after the proof. Denote F by U . We 323 use the following numbers: 324 n = 3k (i.e., the size of F) = log 2 (n)
3 .
In our computations, M can be taken as any large number greater than 
327
For every object a ∈ U , we introduce a term t(a)
Further we introduce for each 0 < < , for each string c in {0, 1} and for
Finally we introduce the term t
Collect all the terms thus introduced in C. C contains 333 3k + k2 −1 + 1 terms, which is polynomial in k.
334
All terms in C have precisely n term words. Therefore if there is a 335 matching F from a given string q with m words to a term t ∈ C, the fraction 
where F is the matching produced by GetMatching(q, t), if any.
339
We proceed to prove (1) for the instance (C, t * , k) thus obtained.
340
From left to right. Suppose G is an exact cover of F, i.e. G is a subset
341
of F with size k such that G = U . Let q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ) be the query such
The function that maps q i to t * i is the only matching from q to t * . Since t * i 344 has length N for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it follows that
We have to prove that d(q, t * ) > d(q, t), for all terms t in C other than t * 346 itself.
347
Let t(a) be the term associated with the object a. Note that the function 348 that maps q i to the ith word in t(a) is the only matching from q to t(a).
349
Since G is an exact cover there is precisely one set S i ∈ G that contains a.
350
For this index i, the ith term word in t(a) has length n and since a ∈ S i , q i adds |q i |/n = /n to the total score of t(a). For the j = i for which q j =
352
(of which there are k − 1), since a / ∈ S i , q j adds /M . The remaining query words q j for which q j = add nothing to the score of t(a). Hence,
It is straightforward to verify that d(q, t * ) > d(q, t(a)).
355
Consider the term r(c, j), whose jth word is c with length |c| < . Since 356 every query word in q has length , no matching (if any) maps a query word 357 from q to c. So if there is a matching,
which is clearly smaller than d(q, t * ).
359
From right to left. Let q be a query of length
for all t in C other than t * . By the same reasoning as in the from-left-to-right
Suppose there is a query word q i in q for which |q i | > . Then, q i adds
Contradiction. We may thus assume without loss 365 of generality that |q i | ≤ , for every query word q i in q.
366
Suppose there is query word q i in q for which |q i | < . Let r(c, j) be a
367
term from C such that c = q i . One can verify that there is matching from 368 q to r(c, j). Since c = q i , q i adds 1 to the score of d(q, r(c, j)). But then
Contradiction. We may thus assume without loss of 370 generality that each query word q i in q has length .
371
Let G be the cover induced by q, that is, the cover such that S i ∈ G if, 372 and only if, q i = . For the sake of contradiction, assume that G is not an 373 exact cover. This implies that G has two or more overlapping sets. For the 374 moment, assume we have two sets S and S that have an object a in common.
Since a is contained in at least two sets in G we have that
It follows that d(q, t(a)) > d(q, t * ). Contradiction. It follows that the cover 377 G induced by q is an exact cover.
378
As an example of the reduction, consider F = {S 1 , . . . , S 6 }. In this case, 379 k = 2, n = 6, = 3, N = 10, and M = 1, 296. Let us suppose that the 380 element 1 is only contained in S 1 and S 2 . Then, the words of t (1) 
Results
402
In this section we describe the design of our user experiment, and we 403 present its results. The experiment tool was a stand-alone application developed for the sake 
426
The pick list contained at most eight items, ordered by score, see Figure   427 2. By default the first suggestion in the pick list was selected. replaced by the selected suggestion.
431
The participants could only interact with the experiment tool by means 432 of the keyboard, so in particular no mouse was provided.
433
For each target, all keystrokes (alphanumerical and non-alphanumerical)
434
were logged that were used by the participant to produce it. The number of required to produce that target with divided by its length. These will be our 439 metrics to assess the performance of the autocompletion algorithms.
440
In our analysis we will distinguish control keys (down, up and enter),
441
which manipulate the selected suggestion, and correction keys (back, del, 442 left and right), which are used to make a correction.
443
Since no mouse was provided in the experiment, the participant's behavior The participants were assigned to a group in alternating order.
455
Prior to the experiment, participants were informed about the experi- 
470
The targets were presented in random order. 
Keystroke results
472
To investigate the learning effect of interacting with the experiment tool,
473
we averaged the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, . . . , 40th target that the participants pro- 
Query analysis
499
In this section we investigate the queries used by the participants. First supported by mpm; these figures amount to 7.6% and 6.4% of the mean tar-get length, respectively. The variance in the number of correction keystrokes 504 is larger for sbf than for mpm: standard deviation is 8.2 vs. 4.6 keystrokes.
505
We observed during the experiments that participants detected misspellings 506 sooner if they were supported by sbf than by mpm. Thus, whenever the 507 participants made a mistake when supported by mpm, they needed more 508 correction keystrokes to repair it.
509
To analyze the query strategies the participants use, we introduce the 510 notion of initial query and final query. The initial query is the query users 511 try before they check the suggestions given by the autocompletion algorithm.
512
We approximate the initial queries from the logs, by considering the string 
526
A number of targets turned out to have syntactically highly similar terms 527 in snomed ct. Participants found it invariably challenging to detect the in-528 correct character(s) whenever they had selected a suggestion that was almost 529 similar to the target; e.g., microcytic normochromic anaemia vs. microcytic nor-530 mochromic anemia and suprapubic urinary catheterisation vs. suprapubic urinary 531 catheterization. These targets typically induced several correction keystrokes.
532
We observed that in the case of such complex targets, the participants, proba- 
Optimal query strategy
558
In this section we compare the participants' number of required keystrokes 559 with the length of the optimal query that produces the target. We compute 560 the latter automatically.
561
For a given target t, in the context of the mpm autocompletion algorithm,
562
we defined the optimal query in Section 3.2 as the shortest string q that yields 563 t as first suggestion. This definition gives an upper bound on the least number 564 of keystrokes that is required to produce t, as the user can save keystrokes 565 by using navigation keys to select the second, third, etc. suggestion. We saw 566 in Section 3.2 that the problem of computing the optimal query for a given 567 target is NP-hard. For this experiment we developed a brute-force algorithm 568 that essentially iterates through the sequence of all queries, ordered by length.
569
In the context of sbf we define the optimal query as the shortest sequence In this analysis, for both algorithms, we assume that the optimal query 575 is produced without the use of correction keys. 
583
Also we observe that the optimal query strategies have less variation than 584 the participants (sbf: sd 10.8%; mpm: sd 4.1%). It is interesting to observe 585 that the median of optimal query strategy for sbf is only slightly better than 586 the median of the participants' strategy on mpm: 39.5% vs. 43.4%. 
Entropy
In this section we will apply the information-theoretic notion of entropy 589 to the autocompletion task. This will help us understand the workings of 590 the mpm algorithm.
591
To motivate the information-theoretic view on autocompletion, we ob-
592
serve that in snomed ct each term that starts with accidental cut, also We can use the information-theoretic notion of entropy to measure the 602 amount of information that is conveyed by the nth character in snomed ct.
603
According to this notion the entropy of the 20th character given the string the nth character in snomed ct is given in Figure 9 (a), for 1 ≤ n ≤ 20. We 608 see that the weighted entropy decreases sublinearly. Also we see that only 609 the first four characters carry more than 1 bit of information.
610
This notion of entropy should be contrasted to the weighted average en-611 tropy of the first character of the second term word, given the first n charac-612 ters of the first term word, which is shown in Figure 9 (b). We see that the 613 value decreases linearly as n grows. 
Discussion
626
In this section we use the results from the previous section to answer the 627 research questions Q1-Q4 raised in Section 1. Then we discuss directions for 628 future research. In our experiment, participants required significantly fewer keystrokes 631 when producing snomed ct terms with mpm support than with sbf support, 632 see Section 4.2. This result suggests that the answer to Q1 is affirmative.
633
The experiment was unbalanced in the sense that all participants first 634 used sbf and then mpm, which is a limitation of our study. We could have gies. In Section 4.3 we saw that 7.6% of these 28.8% are correction keystrokes.
651
(We assumed the optimal strategy does not make misspellings, and therefore moving to the position of the misspelled character with left and then re-660 moving it with back). We conclude that suboptimal usage of mpm accounts 661 for 13.6% to 21.2% of all keystrokes.
662
The NP-hardness result (Theorem 1) shows that it is computationally 663 very intensive to compute the optimal query for a given target with mpm 664 support. We take it that this result suggests that the optimal query strategy 665 for the mpm algorithm is not within the reach of users. These results are not 666 conclusive though. It may well turn out that there is a near-optimal query 667 strategy that is still efficiently computable. for n = 38.
680
In natural language concepts are typically not so densely coded, which 681 leads to redundant syntactic items. For instance, in English the character q suggesting the same string the user has typed plus the character u whenever 685 the string ends on q. It is obvious that this autocompletion functionality will 686 not dramatically reduce the average number of required keystrokes.
687
We applied the information-theoretic notion of entropy to quantify the 688 degree of redundancy of the character position in snomed ct terms. We sbf prevents this to a certain extent, but not consistently. optic nwrve becomes optic n*rve).
713
The second lead would be to research near-optimal strategies, and guid- The entropy of a random variable X is given by 811 H(X) = − a p(X = a) log 2 p(X = a),
where a ranges over the set of values X can assume and P (X = a) denotes 812 the probability that X assumes value a.
813
In our context, we are interested in the random variable X over the set we let p(X = a|Y = s) denote the probability that a randomly drawn 818 snomed ct term that starts with s, starts with sa: 819 p(X = a|Y = s) = |{t ∈ snomed ct : sa t}| |{t ∈ snomed ct : s t}|
We define the weighted entropy of the nth character as follows:
a∈A p(X = a|Y = s) log 2 p(X = a|Y = s).
As an example consider the case where s = accidental cut, pun. We know 821 that the next character will be c, and therefore the information value of the 822 20th character, given s, is 0. We compute: For, s ∈ B n , letp(X = a|Y = s) be the probability that the first character (X = a|Y = s) = |{(t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ snomed ct : s t 1 , a t 2 }| |{(t 1 , . . . , t n ) ∈ snomed ct : s t 1 }|
We define the weighted average entropy of the first character of the second 
